Decoding SRHR
Development programs in a variety of areas, such as WASH, Public Health and Nutrition, cover a few elements of SRHR.

- The toolkit will support development workers, policy makers and media to include all relevant aspects of SRHR in developing programs.

- Most of the practitioners working in these fields often miss a clear and basic definition of SRHR and how the elements of SRHR are interconnected.

- The toolkit will support program officers to understand the basic definition of SRHR and to execute their SRHR programs efficiently.
What

Easy, accessible and comprehensive digital toolkit

Animations

• Sexual Rights
• Sexual Health
• Reproductive Rights
• Reproductive Health
Findings

Of the Scoping Study

Need assessment on knowledge gaps in the field of SRHR

Identified main knowledge gaps

• A clear definition of SRHR
• Addressing and emphasizing on sexual rights and sexual diversity
• Mentioning sexual choice, pleasurable and safe sexual experience without disease, discrimination and violence
Challenges

- Respondents had many different suggestions and identified many knowledge gaps. Incorporating all of those in four animations would dilute the message and the strength of the animations.

  - The team has decided to address the basics as a starting point for knowledge and as a starting point for discussion and research among practitioners.
Challenges

- The LGBTQ community was attacked and faced serious threats, because of which the development team had to be aware and cautious of potentially controversial SRHR issues.
  - Because of this newly emerged security situation, the specific issues related to LGBTQ could not be addressed in this toolkit.
Sexual Rights
Service providers lack positive and respectful attitude towards service seekers. This is because they are not aware of the sexual and reproductive rights.

**Policy Implication:** service providers should receive clear information and instruction on sexual and reproductive rights.
Reproductive Health
The digital toolkits should also mention sexual choice, pleasurable and safe sexual experience without disease, discrimination and violence.

**Policy implication:** sexual choice, pleasurable and safe sexual experience without disease, discrimination and violence should be emphasized more in policies and services.
Reproductive Rights
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